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ABSTRACT
Radio tomographic imaging (RTI) enables device free local-
isation of people and objects in many challenging environ-
ments and situations. Its basic principle is to detect the 
changes in the statistics of radio signals due to the radio 
link obstruction by people or objects. However, the local-
isation accuracy of RTI suffers from complicated multipath 
propagation behaviours in radio links. We propose to use 
inexpensive and energy efficient electronically switched di-
rectional (ESD) antennas to improve the quality of radio 
link behaviour observations, and therefore, the localisation 
accuracy of RTI. We implement a directional RTI (dRTI) 
system to understand how directional antennas can be used 
to improve RTI localisation accuracy. We also study the 
impact of the choice of antenna directions on the localisa-
tion accuracy of dRTI and propose methods to effectively 
choose informative antenna directions to improve localisa-
tion accuracy while reducing overhead. Furthermore, we 
analyse radio link obstruction performance in both theory 
and simulation, as well as false positives and false negatives 
of the obstruction measurements to show the superiority of 
the directional communication for RTI. We evaluate the per-
formance of dRTI in diverse indoor environments and show 
that dRTI significantly outperforms the existing RTI locali-
sation methods based on omni-directional antennas.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper explores the use of directional antennas to im-

prove the accuracy of radio tomographic imaging (RTI). RTI 
uses a network of small inexpensive wireless devices, placed 
in the periphery of an Area of Interest (AoI), to estimate 
the locations of people and objects within the AoI [25, 26]. 
A distinguishing feature of RTI is that it is device free [32] 
in the sense that the people and objects to be tracked do 
not have to wear any special purpose devices on them. This 
makes RTI significantly less intrusive compared with many 
other localisation methods which require people/objects to 
carry a radio device or tag. In addition, RTI can function in
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Figure 1: (a) A person blocks two radio links, cre-
ating a NLOS environment. (b) The AoI is divided
into voxels. An ellipse is used to model the area of
obstruction between a pair of nodes. (c) An example
of an RTI image. The blue cross indicates the truth
location of the obstruction. (Best view in colour.)

many challenging environments. RTI can work in both line-
of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) environments. RTI
can work with no or poor lighting conditions because it uses
radio waves rather than visible light. The wireless devices
for RTI can be placed outside the walls to enable them to
see through walls or smoke to locate people or objects within
the walls. Therefore, RTI has a broad range of applications
in emergency response, security (e.g. hostage rescue), health
care, and assisted living etc. [4, 9].

The key idea behind RTI is that people/objects in the
AoI present themselves as obstructions to radio waves. For
example, in Fig. 1(a), a person stands in the paths of two
radio links, and her presence can be detected by observing
the changes of some statistics of the radio links.

Previous work on RTI relies on omni-directional antennas,
which radiate power isotropically in the horizontal plane.
Multipath radio channels experience multipath fading, in
which arriving waves unpredictably experience constructive
or destructive interference. Directional antennas reduce the
spatial extent of significant multipath, and thus the effects of
fading, by focusing the radiated power in some given direc-
tions. The benefits of RTI with directional antennas (dRTI)
are twofold compared to their omni-directional counterparts.
First, the presence of obstructions which block the direct
paths will have significantly more impact on the link quality
when links use directional antennas. Second, the presence
of obstructions which are outside the direct paths will have
significantly less impact on the link quality of directional an-
tennas. Therefore, directional antennas can provide signif-
icantly better link obstruction observations to improve the
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RTI localisation accuracy. A conspicuous change in these
radio link quality statistics will result in better location es-
timate, as well as reduce the number of false positives and
negatives.

Directional antennas have been explored to improve the
communication performance on mobile phones and wire-
less networks previously [3, 12]. However, traditional di-
rectional antennas such as Yagi antennas have a large form
factor and consume a large amount of energy to move from
one direction to another direction, which makes them un-
suitable for resource-impoverished Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) with small nodes. On the other hand, Electronically-
Switched Directional (ESD) antennas [17] are significantly
more energy efficient compared to tranditional directional
antennas, and enable dynamic electronic control of direction
of maximum gain. Recently, Mottola et al. [14] leveraged
ESD antennas to alleviate wireless contention in WSNs. In
this paper, we, for the first time, explore the use of ESD
antennas to improve RTI localisation accuracy. We detail
the feasibility studies for an inexpensive and energy efficient
dRTI WSN system with ESD antennas and answer the fun-
damental questions whether and to what extent dRTI sys-
tems can improve tracking performance in practice.

Although dRTI can significantly improve localisation ac-
curacy, its overhead due to the use of directional antenna
is high. Consider a transmitter and receiver, each equipped
with a directional antenna that can point in n different di-
rections. The total number of antenna direction pairs is
n2. Hence, conducting link quality measurements on all the
possible antenna direction pairs results in higher communi-
cation overhead and energy consumption. Moreover, not all
n2 antenna direction pairs are useful for RTI localisation es-
timation. We therefore investigate three different methods
to select antenna direction pairs to reduce overhead while
maintaining accurate position estimation. The contributions
of this paper are as follows:

1) We conduct comprehensive investigations to demon-
strate that directional antennas can produce sharper changes
in radio link quality statistics (both mean and variance)
compared to their omni-directional counterparts.

2) We analyse radio link obstruction performance in both
theory and simulation, and false positives and false negatives
of the obstruction measurements to provide an insight on the
superiority of the directional communications for RTI.

3) We carry out studies to understand how the choice
of directional antenna pairs can impact on the radio link
quality statistics. Based on these studies, we propose three
methods to choose the informative directional antenna pairs
to increase the accuracy of RTI while reducing the overhead
of the system.

4) We design and implement dRTI, the first system that
improves indoor tracking accuracy through the use of ESD
antennas, and evaluate the performance of the proposed
dRTI system in realistic LOS and NLOS environments. Our
results show that the proposed dRTI system can improve
the localisation accuracy significantly compared to state-
of-the-art RTI system based on the mean of link quality
(mRTI) [25], the variance of link quality (vRTI) [26] and
multi-channel RTI (cRTI) [8] using omni-directional anten-
nas.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents background on RTI and ESD antennas. Section 3
presents a few different studies: (1) The impact of obstruc-

tions on the link quality statistics for both directional and
omni-directional antennas; (2) The variation of link quality
statistics for different choices of directional antenna pairs.
Based on these studies, we propose three different methods
to choose effective directional antenna pairs to reduce over-
head in dRTI. We present comprehensive evaluations of our
dRTI system and show the statistics of the radio link ob-
struction measurement false positives and false negatives in
Section 4. Related work is presented in Section 5. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
The mathematical notations used in this paper are sum-

marised in Table 1.

Table 1: Mathematical Notations
Symbol Description
M Number of links in the network
N Number of voxels in the AoI
Ri(t) RSS measurement for link i at time t (omni

only)
R̄i Mean RSS measurement for link i during cal-

ibration (omni only)
yi(t) link quality statistics for link i at time t
y a M × 1 vector of link quality statistics
x a N × 1 vector of tomographic image
Fi The set of selected Pattern Pairs for link i
Ri,j(t) RSS measurement for link i, Pattern Pair j at

time t (dRTI only)
R̄i,j Mean RSS measurement for link i, Pattern

Pair j during calibration (dRTI only)

2.1 Radio Tomographic Imaging
The aim of RTI is to localise the people and objects (Note:

we will also use obstructions to refer to people or objects
because this is how RTI “sees” them.) within an AoI by
using sensors placed around the periphery of the AoI. We
assume that the AoI is divided into voxels, see Fig. 1(b). The
sensors exchange packets periodically in order to monitor the
Received Signal Strength (RSS) of the links over time. In
RTI, all links are assumed to be asymmetric.

RTI localises the obstructions in the AoI in two steps.
A tomographic image is first computed from the RSS mea-
surements, and then a Kalman filter is used to track the
obstructions from the computed image.

We use the RTI model introduced in [25] to compute the
tomographic image. This model is also used in many other
RTI works [8, 9, 13, 26, 33]. Let Ri(t) denote the RSS mea-
surement of the i-th link at time t. We use Ri(t) to compute
some link quality statistics yi(t) for link i. These link statis-
tics yi(t) will be used to compute the tomographic image
later on. We consider the following link quality statistics in
this paper.

Mean based RTI (mRTI): The original mRTI method
is proposed in [25] where RTI is used in an open outdoor en-
vironment. This is a fairly simple radio environment where
radio signal obstruction is due mainly to LOS path loss. The
effect of an obstruction in a radio link is to decrease the RSS
values of that link. Therefore, one may detect the presence
of an obstruction in the link i at time t by testing whether
Ri(t) has decreased from a base value. The mRTI method
requires a calibration period where obstructions are absent
in the AoI. During this period, the sensors exchange packets
in order to determine the mean RSS of each link. Let R̄i
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be the mean RSS of link i over the calibration period. The
original mRTI uses the link statistics yi(t) = Ri(t)− R̄i for
link i.

We will be concerned with RTI in an indoor environment
in this paper. We will see later on that, in the indoor envi-
ronment, the presence of an obstruction in a radio link can
cause the RSS of the link to decrease, increase or stay at
the same value. The original mRTI therefore does not work
well. In this paper, we use mRTI to mean the modified link
statistics yi(t) = |Ri(t) − R̄i| where absolute value is used
because the RSS can increase or decrease.

Variance based RTI (vRTI): The vRTI [26] method
uses the variance of a window of v measurements as the
link quality statistics, i.e. yi(t) = var(Ri(t), ..., Ri(t − v +
1)). Since this method does not require a base value, no
calibrations are required.

We collect the yi(t) for all the M links in the WSN to form
the link quality statistics vector y. We use y to estimate the
tomographic image x which is a N×1 vector where N is the
number of voxels in the AoI. Each element of x corresponds
to a voxel. If the i-th element of x has a larger value, then
the chance of the obstruction is in the i-th voxel is higher.
Fig. 1(c) shows an example tomographic image as an heat
map (best view in colour). It can be seen that the true
location of the obstruction, which is marked by a cross, is
in an “hot” area. To obtain x from y, the RTI model in [25]
assumes that y and x are linearly related y = Ax+n, where
n is a noise vector and A is a M × N matrix. The (i, j)
element of A is given by [25, 26]:

Aij =
1√
d

{
1 if dij(1) + dij(2) < d+ λ

0 otherwise
, (1)

where d is the distance between the nodes of link i, dij(1)
and dij(2) are the distances from the voxel j to the two
nodes of link i, and λ is a parameter to tune the width of
the ellipse. If Aij is non-zero, then it means voxel j is close
to the line connecting the nodes of link i and is likely to
contribute to the variation that is found in the link quality
statistics yi(t). The non-zero elements of Aij for a given
link i form an ellipse, see Fig. 1(b) where the shaded voxels
indicates those Aij that are non-zero for the link consisting
of the two nodes shown in the figure.

Since the number of voxels N is normally greater than
the number of links M , Eq. (??) is under-determined and
can be solved by using Tikhonov regularization [25]. The
estimated maximum of the tomographic image is then input
into a Kalman filter for location estimation and tracking.
The details can be found in [25, 26].

2.2 Electronically Switched Directional Antenna
ESD antennas are able to electronically control the di-

rection of the maximum antenna gain, which is feasible for
the resource constrained WSNs as demonstrated earlier [7,
17]. Nilsson [17] has designed an ESD antenna based on the
concept of Electrically-Steerable Parasitic Array Radiator
(ESPAR). ESPAR antennas consist of a central monopole
surrounded by a number of parasitic elements. In the sim-
plest form, the parasitic elements can be either grounded or
isolated allowing them to act as reflectors when grounded
and as directors when isolated.

In this paper, we use ESPAR antennas, each of which has
six parasitic elements designed by Nilsson [17]. The parasitic
elements can be individually grounded or isolated via soft-

ware APIs. When all the parasitic elements are grounded
except one, the direction of the maximum antenna gain is
towards the direction of the isolated element. We use this
configuration for the dRTI experiments. When all the para-
sitic elements are isolated, we have an omni-directional con-
figuration of the antenna. We use this configuration for omni
RTI and cRTI experiments. Measurements in [17] show the
ESD antenna directional dB gain patterns fit a sinusoidal
model, gdB(θ) = −1.565 + 5.835cos(θ − θ0) where θ0 is the
pointing direction.

3. RADIO TOMOGRAPHIC IMAGING WITH
DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

In order to motivate future sections, Fig. 2 compares the
localisation error between omni-directional RTI and dRTI.
These experiments are conducted within 10 ms of each other
so their channel conditions can be assumed to be compara-
ble. The RTI image for omni in Fig. 2(b) shows a larger error
compared to that of dRTI in Fig. 2(d). In order to explain
this difference, we look at the vRTI link quality statistics,
which are indicated by the thickness of the lines connecting
the node pairs, in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(c) for omni and di-
rectional. Fig. 2(a) shows that a deep fade between Nodes
2 and 5 has led omni-vRTI to believe that an obstruction is
likely to be present between these two nodes, as shown by
the high value of tomographic image for the voxels around
the line joining these nodes. However, this deep fade had
little impact on dRTI. Our hypothesis is that directional
communication is sensitive to obstruction over a large range
of orientations. This results in both larger changes in RSS
and larger RSS variance. Moreover, these changes are less
affected by fading. We will provide empirical evidence to
support this hypothesis next.

3.1 The Impact of Directional Communications
on RSS Changes and Variance

This section presents empirical evidence that directional
antenna links, when obstructed, produce larger changes in
RSS and larger RSS variance in most antenna directions.

3.1.1 Experimental Setup
We employ two TelosB nodes running the Contiki operat-

ing system. Each node has an ESD antenna with 6 parasitic
elements equally spaced at 60◦ apart. The nodes can dynam-
ically change the sending direction to one of the six direc-
tions or send omni-directionally by setting a digital output
pin. It takes less than 1 ms to change the sending direc-
tion. The RSS Indicator (RSSI) values are read from the TI
CC2420 transceivers and converted to RSS values in dBm
according to the transceiver datasheet.

We conduct experiments in both indoor LOS and NLOS
(“through-wall”) environments in our lab. We only report
the results of the NLOS experiment here because we observe
similar results for the LOS environment. For the NLOS en-
vironment, we place the two nodes, approximately 3 meters
apart, in two different rooms. The wall between the rooms
is made of glass and wood. We label the antenna directions
with a number from 1 to 6. The Direction 1 s of the two
nodes face each other (shown in Fig. 3). A person walks
through the link of the two nodes multiple times to block it.

The transmitter sends small packets to the receiver in
each of the six directions, as well as omni-direction as fast
as possible, and the receiver receives the packets from all
six directions and omni-direction. The transmission node
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Figure 2: Omni-directional RTI vs dRTI. The thick-
nesses of lines in (a) and (c) are proportional to the
vRTI link quality statistics. The crosses (×) show
the true location of the obstruction. Fig. (b) shows
that the RTI image with a large localisation error
because of a deep fade between Nodes 2 and 5 in
(a). However, this fade has little impact on dRTI
estimation shown in (d).

ID, direction, and the sequence number are included in the
packets. When the receiver receives a packet, it appends
the receive direction and RSSI value into the packet as well.
Therefore, we can figure out the transmit direction, receive
direction and RSS value of each received packet. For a radio
link from a transmitter to a receiver, there are 6 × 6 = 36
possible transmit-receive antenna direction pairs and we will
refer to them as Pattern Pairs. Furthermore, there are two
links (uplink and downlink) between two nodes.

3.1.2 The Impact to RSS Changes and Variance
Fig. 4(a) shows the RSS measurements of one of the Pat-

tern Pairs and omni when a person attenuates the radio
signal between time 50 and 55. It is clear that the Pattern
Pair has a significantly bigger change in RSS measurement
than omni. We compute the mRTI and vRTI of the RSS
measurements for the 36 Pattern Pairs and omni. (Note
that mRTI and vRTI in Section 2.1 are defined for a link.
We simply consider a Pattern Pair as a link in the calcu-
lation.) We compare the average mRTI and vRTI over the
36 Pattern Pairs against that of omni in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c).
These figures show that both the change in RSS and vari-
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Figure 3: The physical ESD antenna directions of
two nodes. TelosB node is marked in the figure.

ance of RSS are bigger for directional antennas. In partic-
ular, the average RSS variance over all 36 Pattern Pairs is
almost twice that of omni. This experiment demonstrates
that directional communications are indeed more sensitive
to the obstruction, and produce larger changes in RSS and
larger changes in RSS variance. Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) also show
the standard deviation of the mRTI and vRTI over the 36
Pattern Pairs. The standard deviation is of almost the same
magnitude as the average. We will discuss the variation of
mRTI and vRTI among the Pattern Pairs later.

3.1.3 Theoretical Analysis on Radio Link Obstruc-
tion Performance

Simple propagation models can be used to quantify the
impact of antenna directionality on the spatial area in which
a person’s movements will cause a link to experience high
RSS variance. We call this area the “spatial impact area”.
By assuming a homogeneous Poisson field of reflectors, a
cylinder model for a human body, and a standard path loss
exponent received power model allows one to analytically
calculate a value (Expected Total Affected Power, or ETAP)
which is proportional to the variance experienced by a link
as a function of a person’s coordinate [19]. Here, we extend
the analysis to include directional antennas. We use the ESD
antenna gain function gdB(θ) given in Section 2.2. We mod-
ify Eq. (19) from [19] to include the product of the (linear)
transmitter and receiver antenna gains in the received power
equation, and numerically integrate to find the ETAP 1. The
results, for the same parameters used in [19], are shown in
Fig. 5(a), for the case when the directions of the Pattern
Pair on the two nodes are pointed directly at each other,
which can be directly compared to Fig. 5(b) which shows
the result for omnidirectional antennas2. The results show
that the spatial impact of a person in between the two nodes
is dramatically reduced; the -15 dB contour lines with omni
antennas are about 150% of the path length apart at the
center of the link line; with directional antennas the same
width measurement is 75% of the path length. We note
that there is almost no variance expected when the person
is behind either node (i.e., with x-coordinate < −1 or > 1).
Interestingly, the -3 and -6 dB contour lines are almost un-
affected; it is specifically the low-variance impact areas that
are dramatically narrowed. This helps RTI reduce radio link

1More details are available in [19] and the technical report
of this paper.
2We focus on the impact of reflection here because scatter-
ing (the other impact studied in [19]) is less important as the
power in scattered waves are generally lower [19]. Further-
more, for scattered waves, the ESD antenna has a similar
effect and is omitted for brevity.
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obstruction False Negatives and False Positives, which will
be discussed in next section.

The simulation results of ETAP using ESD antennas, for
the same method and parameters used in [19], are shown in
Fig. 6(a). We performed 100 trials and the average affected
power for a given human location is calculated as our esti-
mate of ETAP. The simulation results match those of the
analytical results shown in Fig. 5 closely.
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(which is proportional to expected value of the RSS
variance), in dB relative to the maximum, as a func-
tion of person position, with transmitter and re-
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3.1.4 Radio Link Obstruction False Negatives and
False Positives

We say that a radio link obstruction false negative (FN)
has occurred if the RSS measurements remain stable (i.e.,
with little change and small variance) in the presence of an
obstruction in the LOS path (e.g., within the shaded area
in Fig. 1(b)). Similarly, we say that a radio link obstruc-
tion false positive (FP) has occurred if the link quality RSS
measurements change significantly when no obstructions are
present in the LOS path. Both FN and FP frequently occur
in RTI systems, especially in the NLOS cluttered environ-
ments. These errors can significantly impact on the accuracy
of RTI localisation.

A benefit of directional antennas is that they can reduce
the instances of FP and FN. The model in Section 3.1.3
shows that the directional antennas reduce the spatial area
size by the impact of a person significantly compared to
omni direction ones (see Fig. 5 and 6), which helps to reduce
the instances of FP. Furthermore, they focus on their radio
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emission energy at the direct path direction, which helps to
reduce the instances of FN. Fig. 7 shows examples of the
RSS measurement from experiments when omni-directional
communications produce FP (see Fig. 7(a)) and FN (see
Fig. 7(b)), but not for some directional Pattern Pairs. As a
result, directional communications can indeed improve the
accuracy of RTI systems. The poor localisation accuracy
of Fig. 2(b) for omni-directional antenna is a result of a
FP in the link quality between Nodes 2 and 5, and FN in
the link quality near Nodes 6 and 7. We have observed
many instances of such behaviour in other experiments. See
Section 4.3 for the details of the statistics in the experiments.

In addition to the benefits for RTI, less radio link obstruc-
tion FN and FP can also improve the performance of other
applications, e.g. people counting and speed estimation in a
hallway. Specifically, two links can be deployed in the hall-
way to count people [15] and estimate speed [28] based on
the change of the link measurements. Clearly, ESD antennas
can have better performance with less radio link obstruction
FN and FP.

3.2 Directional Pattern Pair Selection
The number of Pattern Pairs between two nodes can be

large. Each of the nodes that we use in this paper has an
ESD antenna with 6 parasitic elements. The maximum num-
ber of Pattern Pairs between 2 nodes is 36× 2 = 72 where
the 2 comes from the uplink and downlink. This means there
is significant transmission overhead to make RSS measure-
ments from all Pattern Pairs. This may make the dRTI
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Figure 7: Examples of FP and FN. (a) Omni-
directional communication produces a FP without
the presence of obstructions; (b) Omni-directional
communication produces a FN in the presence of
an obstruction.

system difficult to scale to larger sizes.
Furthermore, intuitively, one may think that the Pattern

Pair with antennas directly pointing to each other should
be the “best” choice. Is that true? Let us look at the mRTI
and vRTI for all 36 Pattern Pairs in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b)
respectively. The answer is that the intuition is not true,
similar to the earlier finding in wireless mesh networks [22].
For example, for vRTI in Fig. 8(b), the Pattern Pair with
antennas directly pointing to each other is the first bar from
the left which does not have the maximum RSS variance
when the link is blocked by an obstruction. However, if
both nodes choose Direction 6 (shown in Fig.3), this gives
the first bar from the right in Fig. 8(b) which has a higher
variance. The maximum variance is produced by the Pattern
Pair between Direction 2 of the receiver and Direction 3 of
the transmitter, which is the ninth bar from left in Fig. 8(b).

Similar to the earlier discovery in [3, 11], Fig. 8(a) and
8(b) also show: (1) The link qualities vary significantly be-
tween the Pattern Pairs; (2) Some Pattern Pairs have bigger
change/variance than omni but some do not. This is due to
the relative positions of the direction pairs and the rich mul-
tipath in the indoor environment [3]. It will pose a potential
risk when the less informative Pattern Pairs are picked for
RTI tracking, resulting in performance decrease. Therefore,
we need to investigate intelligent methods to properly select
the best directional Pattern Pair(s) to increase the locali-
sation accuracy and to decrease the transmission overhead
of dRTI systems. To this end, we introduce three selection
methods to choose directional link Pattern Pair(s).

3.2.1 Location Method
This method chooses the best Pattern Pairs based on

the physical location and orientation of the antennas. In-
tuitively, the Pattern Pair whose antennas are pointing to
each other (resp. pointing in the opposite directions) should
have the strongest (weakest) signal strength at the receivers,
and also have higher (lower) probability to show significant
RSS variances when the link between the transmitter and
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Figure 8: The mRTI (a) and vRTI (b) link quality
statistics for the 36 Pattern Pairs. The horizontal
line shows the mRTI (a) and vRTI (b) for omni.

the receiver nodes is blocked by an obstruction. Though our
earlier discussion shows that this intuition does not produce
the best Pattern Pair. Nevertheless, we find from Fig. 8(a)
and 8(b) that those Pattern Pairs that are roughly facing
each other do generally give a significantly higher link qual-
ity statistics (mRTI or vRTI) than omni-directional anten-
nas. Furthermore, this selection method does not necessarily
require an initial calibration phrase as the other methods we
will introduce, which is important for some applications such
as emergency response [13].

For this method, we record the position and orientation of
antennas during deployment stage. Then, according to the
physical orientation of the antennas, we select ntransmitter

directions for the transmitting node N1 and nreceiver di-
rections for the receive node N2. Let N1N2 denote the Link
Line connecting nodes N1 and N2. For the transmitter node
N1, we compute the angles (magnitude only) between the
antennas on node N1 and the Link Line N1N2, and select
the directions corresponding to the ntransmitter smallest an-
gles. Similar method applies to choosing nreceiver directions
on N2. In practice, we choose ntransmitter = nreceiver be-
cause each node has to be transmitter and receiver. This
means the number of Pattern Pairs selected is always a
square number.

3.2.2 Fade Level Method
Wilson and Patwari define fade level in a radio link as a

continuous function between the two extremes of deep fade
and anti-fade in [27]. A link in deep fade will experience
high variance as a person moves in a wide area, which may
produce FP when the person is outside the Link Line of a
Pattern Pair, e.g., outside the shadowed area in Fig. 1(b).
On the other hand, an anti fade Pattern Pair is affected by
constructive multipath interference. The link quality varies
significantly less, but the radio signal attenuates significantly
when a person is present in the Link Line of the Pattern
Pair. Therefore, deep fade Pattern Pair is less informative
for dRTI, and we would like to select the Pattern Pairs that
have minimum deep fade level as in [8].

The Fade Level method collects RSS measurements of all
the Pattern Pairs with an empty AoI during the calibration
period t ∈ [t1, t2]. During the calibration, the transmit-
ter node sends a number of (e.g., 6) packets sequentially
in each direction so that receiver nodes can at least receive
one packet in each antenna direction. After a fixed num-
ber of rounds (e.g., 50), the Fade Level method chooses the
Pattern Pairs with small fade levels. Specifically, for a Pat-
tern Pair between direction i of a transmitter N1 and direc-
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tion j of a receiver N2, it computes the normalised RSS
measurements hi,j during calibration period (t ∈ [t1, t2])
as hi,j =

∑t2
t=t1

ri,j(t) where ri,j(t) = Ptx(i, t)− Prx(i, j, t)

where Ptx(i, t) is the transmission power of N1 in direction
i at time t, and Prx(i, j, t) is the RSS measurement of re-
ceiver N2 at direction j for the packets transmitted from N1

in direction i at time t.
As in [8], we use hi,j as a measure of the fade level, and if

hi,j is larger, the Pattern Pair is in a deeper fade. Therefore,
the Fade Level method selects the top k Pattern Pairs with
minimum normalised RSS measurements (hi,j) from the 36
Pattern Pairs between N1 to N2.

3.2.3 Packet Reception Rate (PRR) Method
Intuitively, Packet Reception Rate (PRR) is a also good

proxy for link quality because good quality links tend to have
higher PRR. The PRR method also has the same calibrating
period where the PRR for all Pattern Pairs are measured.
The PRR method selects the k Pattern Pairs between trans-
mitter node N1 and receiver node N2 that have the highest
PRR during the calibration period.

3.3 Link Quality Statistics for dRTI
In Section 2.1 we present the mean and variance based link

quality statistics for omni RTI. We adopt similar statistics
for dRTI but they have to be modified to take into account
the Pattern Pairs. Let Fi denote the set of selected Pattern
Pairs for link i. Let Ri,j(t) denote the RSS measurement at
time t for the j-th Pattern Pair of link i. The link quality
statistics for dRTI are:

• RSS mean Let R̄i,j be the mean RSS over the cal-
ibration period for the j-th Pattern Pair in link i.
The RSS mean statistics yi(t) for link i for dRTI is
yi(t) =

∑
j∈Fi
|Ri,j(t)− R̄i,j |.

• RSS variance The RSS variance statistics for dRTI
is computed over a window of v measurements. The
link quality statistics yi(t) for link i for dRTI is yi(t) =∑

j∈Fi
var(Ri,j(t), ...., Ri,j(t− v + 1))

4. EVALUATION
4.1 Goals, Metrics and Methodology

The goals of our evaluation are to study: 1) whether dRTI
can lead to better tracking accuracy in comparison to pre-
vious approaches based on omni-directional antennas and
multi-channel RTI (cRTI); 2) the performance of Location,
Fade Level and PRR Pattern Pair selection methods; and
3) the energy overhead of dRTI.

We use two metrics to measure the tracking accuracy. 1)
Root Mean Squared error (RMSE): RMSE (erms) charac-
terises the mean tracking error over the experiment and is

defined as erms =
√

1
td−tc

∑td
t=tc

ê(t)2 where, tc and td are

the experiment start time and end time respectively, and
ê(t) is the tracking error at time t, which is expressed as
ê(t) =‖ x̂(t)− xg(t) ‖. where x̂(t) and xg(t) are the coor-
dinates of the estimated location and ground truth at time
t respectively. 2) Cumulative distribution function (CDF):
CDF of an error level ` is the probability that the tracking
error is less than or equal to `. 3) Radio link obstruction FN
and FP: The definitions of these two qualities have already
been discussed in Section 3.1.4. We will present FN and FP
as a percentage. FN (FP) is the ratio of the number of FN
(FP) links to the total number of links.

4.1.1 Hardware and Software
We deployed a network of seven nodes with ESD anten-

nas and one base station, which collected the RSSI measure-
ments from all the nodes and transferred them to a PC via a
serial cable for RTI and tracking. We used the nodes, which
have the same hardware (TelosB and ESD antenna with six
directions) and operating system (Contiki) as those used in
Section 3.1.1. TelosB nodes with CC2420 transceivers oper-
ate in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and the radio channels were
picked from a list {11, 15, 18, 21, 26} as in [8]. For cRTI,
we used 4 channels because it showed the best tracking per-
formance [8].

The nodes run a simple token passing protocol in a TDMA
fashion similar to SPIN3 to produce and collect radio link
RSSI measurements. At a particular time, only one node
transmitted packets, and the rest of the nodes received pack-
ets to measure pairwise RSS. The transmitter sent one packet
per channel for cRTI and six packets per direction for dRTI
in each round. The receivers dynamically switched antenna
directions to try to collect one packet from each direction.

As introduced in Section 2.1, if the value of a voxel in
the RTI image has a larger value compared to the rest, it is
likely that an obstruction (a person) is located in this voxel.
As in previous work [25, 26], we use the coordinate of the
centre of the voxel that has the largest value in the image
as the estimated location of the person since we have one
person only in the experiments. We further apply a Kalman
filter to produce the trajectory of the person. We use a voxel
width of 0.2 m, and λ in Eq. (1) as 1.5 m. A webcam was
deployed in the AoI to record ground truth for tracking.

4.1.2 Experiment Description
We conducted four experiments in our lab. Experiments

1 and 3 were conducted in a large open room for testing
in a LOS environment. The black dots in Fig. 11(a) show
how the seven nodes were placed in these experiments. Ex-
periments 2 and 4 were conducted in a NLOS or “through-
wall”environment. Seven nodes were placed in four adjacent
rooms with four nodes in one room and one node each in the
other three rooms, see Fig. 15(a). There was normal office
equipment such as desk and computers in those three rooms
with one node each. The walls between the rooms are made
of either wood or glass.

Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to study the tracking
performance of different Pattern Pair selection methods in
LOS and NLOS environments respectively. For the purpose
of comparison, we also include the tracking performance of
using all 36 Pattern Pairs, which is termed as All Pairs.
Experiments 3 and 4 aimed to compare the tracking accu-
racy of: dRTI (both mean and variance based), omni RTI
(mRTI and vRTI, the transmitter sent one packet in each
round.) and cRTI (both mean and variance based). Both
mean and variance based RTI model have advantages. The
mean based RTI model is able to detect static subjects, while
the variance based RTI model does not need the calibration.

4.2 Comparing Different Pattern Pair Selection
Methods

As discussed in Section 3.2, the Pattern Pair selection
methods are necessary to reduce the transmission overhead,
aiming to scale the larger networks and pick the informative

3SPIN: TinyOS code for RSS collection. SPIN: TinyOS code
for RSS collection http://span.ece.utah.edu/spin
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Pattern Pairs. Therefore, for both Experiments 1 (LOS)
and 2 (NLOS), we apply the three Pattern Pair selection
methods to compare their performance. For each exper-
iment, both mean and variance based statistics are used.
For the mean based dRTI in the LOS environment, Fig. 9(a)
shows that the Fade Level and PRR methods perform simi-
lar to each other, and converge to the performance of using
All Pairs when the number of Pattern Pairs is larger than 5.
For the variance based dRTI, Fig. 9(b) shows that the PRR
method performs best and is even better than All Pairs.
The last result is not surprising because, as explained in
Section 3.2 and from Fig. 8, we know that some Pattern
Pairs are more informative than others, and some Pattern
Pairs are even less informative than omni. These results
also show that using all Pattern Pairs is not necessarily bet-
ter, and judicious selection can help improve performance
and reduce overhead. Fig. 10(a) also shows the similar re-
sults, all the three methods perform better than All Pairs
when more than 1 Pattern Pair is chosen. For example, the
Fade Level method has a nearly constant RMSE which is
lower than that of All Pairs when the number of Pattern
Pairs is below 30, and starts to increase after that. This is
counter-intuitive because one would expect the performance
becomes better when more Pattern Pairs are used. For the
Fade Level method in Fig. 10(b), with the number of Pat-
tern Pairs increasing, RMSE first decreases. After it drops
to that of All Pairs, RMSE increases instead of keeping sta-
ble or decreasing. After a local peak, RMSE drops again,
converging to the same level of All Pairs. These facts again
indicates that the performance is NOT necessarily becoming
better when more Pattern Pairs are picked for the tracking,
as less informative Pattern Pairs might be included.
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Figure 9: The tracking performance of Pattern Pair
selection methods in the indoor LOS environment
(Experiment 1)

In the NLOS “through-wall” environment, variance based
RTI (Fig. 10(b)) significantly outperforms mean based (Fig. 10(a))
because the radio propagation environment is significantly
more complicated than that of the LOS environment. Over-
all, Fig. 10 shows that the Fade Level method is consistently
better than the other methods. This is because the Fade
Level method attempts to select the Pattern Pairs that are
least in deep fade to provide the most information as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.2. Therefore, for Experiments 3 and 4,
we will use the Fade Level method for Pattern Pair selection
and use 9 Pattern Pairs.

Fig. 9 and 10 also show that the Location method per-
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Figure 10: The tracking performance of Pattern Pair
selection methods in the indoor NLOS “through-
wall” environment (Experiment 2)

forms poorly compared to the other methods. Nevertheless,
it can still provide reasonably good tracking performance
(approximately 0.5 metre) for both LOS (Fig. 9(a)) and
NLOS (Fig. 10(b)) environments. Furthermore, the Loca-
tion method does not require calibration, which makes it
very useful in emergency response applications.

In summary, the Fade Level method performs best among
these three methods in terms of tracking accuracy. The per-
formance of the Location method is not as good as Fade
Level, which is counter-intuitive to the directional commu-
nication in the indoor environment. This also indicates the
importance of choosing the most informative Pattern Pairs
for directional communication. Moreover, it will improve
the tracking performance when picking the most informa-
tive Pattern Pairs instead of selecting all.

4.3 Comparing omni RTI, cRTI and dRTI
Note that in this section we use mRTI and vRTI to refer

to the mean-based and variance-based omni RTI because
these are names used in previous work. For dRTI and cRTI,
it will be clear from the heading whether it is mean or vari-
ance based. As discussed earlier in Section 4.2, we will use
the Fade Level method for Pattern Pair selection and use 9
Pattern Pairs for Experiments 3 and 4.
4.3.1 Experiment 3: LOS environment
Table 2: erms of mean based RTI in LOS experiment
(Experiment 3).

method mRTI cRTI dRTI
erms(m) 0.9054 0.7872 0.5221

Mean based methods: Fig. 11 shows the tracking per-
formance of mRTI, cRTI and dRTI in the indoor LOS en-
vironment. It depicts that the trajectory estimates of dRTI
is significantly closer to the ground truth compared to both
mRTI and cRTI. “4m × 7m” in Fig. 11 is the size of the
room. Table 2 shows the erms of mRTI, cRTI and dRTI
are 0.9054 m, 0.7872 m, and 0.5221 m respectively. dRTI
achieved a tracking performance improvement of approxi-
mately 42% (compared to mRTI) and approximately 34%
(compared to cRTI). The CDFs for different mean based RTI
methods are presented in Fig. 12. The results show that the
90th percentile tracking errors for mRTI, cRTI, and dRTI
were approximately 1.5 m, 1.2 m and 0.7 m respectively. In
this metric, dRTI achieved performance improvements of ap-
proximately 53% (compared to mRTI) and 42% (compared
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Figure 11: The tracking performance of mean based RTI in the LOS experiment of omni RTI, cRTI, and
dRTI. The red lines are the trajectory estimates of the different methods, and the dotted blue lines are the
ground truth (Experiment 3).
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Figure 12: The CDFs of mean based RTI methods
(Experiment 3).

Variance based methods: The tracking performance
shows similar results as Fig. 11. We omit this tracking per-
formance figure for the benefit of space.4 Table 3 shows,
the erms of vRTI, cRTI and dRTI are 0.7196 m, 0.5565 m,
and 0.4340 m respectively. dRTI achieved a tracking per-
formance improvement of approximately 40% (compared to
vRTI) and approximately 22% (compared to cRTI). The
CDFs for different variance based RTI methods are pre-
sented in Fig. 13. The 90th percentile tracking errors for
vRTI, cRTI, and dRTI were approximately 1.1 m, 0.75 m
and 0.7 m respectively. In this metric, dRTI achieved per-
formance improvements of approximately 36% (compared to
vRTI) and 7% (compared to cRTI) respectively.

Table 3: erms of variance based RTI in LOS experi-
ment (Experiment 3).

method vRTI cRTI dRTI
erms(m) 0.7196 0.5565 0.4340

Radio Obstruction FN and FP: Fig. 14 shows the
statistics of radio link obstruction FN and FP. The state
of radio channels can be divided into two classes, i.e. non-
fading and shadowing. Non-fading is the state when the
LOS is clear, while the shadowing means the LOS is blocked.
We use the conditions in Eq. (1) to decide the state of the
channel. Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b) show the statistics of
radio link obstruction FN and FP, when channels are di-
vided into two states. The figures compares three classes
4 All the omitted figures will be made public in a technical
report.
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Figure 13: The CDFs of variance based RTI meth-
ods (Experiment 3).

of methods: m/vRTI,cRTI and dRTI. For each method, we
vary the threshold used to determine whether a link is FP
and FN. We know from the standard theory on statistical
hypothesis testing that there is a trade-off between FP and
FN. This trade-off is clearly visible in the figure. We know
that if a method can achieve lower FP and FN, then it is a
better method. It is clear from Fig. 14 that dRTI has the
lowest FP and FN compared with the other two methods.
These statistics support the hypotheses in Section 3.1.4 and
provide an insight on why dRTI perform better than omni-
directional RTI and cRTI as shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

4.3.2 Experiment 4: NLOS “Through-wall” environ-
ment

Table 4: erms of mean based RTI in NLOS experi-
ment (Experiment 4).

method mRTI cRTI dRTI
erms(m) 1.4922 0.8580 0.7506

Mean based methods: Compared to the performance
in the LOS environment in Section 4.3.1, the NLOS“through-
wall” environment is significantly more challenging for RTI,
and the tracking errors are significantly higher for all RTI
methods. However, Fig. 15 shows the tracking performance
of mRTI, cRTI and dRTI in a NLOS “through-wall” envi-
ronment. It demonstrates that the trajectory estimates of
dRTI is significantly closer to the ground truth compared
to both mRTI and cRTI. Table 4 shows, the erms of mRTI,
cRTI and dRTI are 1.4922 m, 0.8580 m, and 0.7506 m re-
spectively. dRTI achieves a tracking performance improve-
ment of approximately 50% (compared to mRTI) and ap-
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Figure 14: The statistics for Radio Link Obstruction FN and FP in the indoor LOS environment (Experiment
3)
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Figure 15: The tracking performance of mean based RTI in the NLOS “through-wall” experiment of RTI,
cRTI, and dRTI. The red lines are the trajectory estimates of the different methods, and the dotted blue
lines are the ground truth (Experiment 4).

proximately 12% (compared to cRTI). The CDFs for differ-
ent mean based RTI methods were showed in Fig. 16. The
90th percentile tracking errors for mRTI, cRTI, and dRTI
were approximately 2.4 m, 1.3 m and 1.2 m respectively.
In this metric, dRTI achieves performance improvements of
approximately 50% (compared to mRTI) and 8% (compared
to cRTI) respectively.
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Figure 16: The CDFs of mean based RTI methods
(Experiment 4).

Table 5: erms of variance based RTI in NLOS exper-
iment (Experiment 4).

method vRTI cRTI dRTI
erms(m) 1.0432 0.8574 0.6734

Variance based methods: Previous work showed that
variance based RTI methods significantly outperformed mean
based RTI methods in NLOS“through-wall”environments [26].
Our results in Tables 4 and 5 also confirm this finding. As

for the tracking performance, it demonstrates the similar re-
sults shown in Fig. 15. We omit this tracking performance
figure for the benefit of space. Table 5 also shows, the erms

of vRTI, cRTI and dRTI are 1.0432 m, 0.8574 m, and 0.6734
m respectively. dRTI achieves a tracking performance im-
provement of approximately 35% (compared to vRTI) and
approximately 21% (compared to cRTI). The CDFs for dif-
ferent variance based RTI methods are presented in Fig. 17.
The 90th percent of tracking errors for vRTI, cRTI, and
dRTI were approximately 1.7 m, 1.2 m and 1 m respectively.
In this metric, dRTI achieves performance improvements of
approximately 41% (compared to vRTI) and 17% (compared
to cRTI) respectively.
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Figure 17: The CDFs of variance based RTI meth-
ods (Experiment 4).

Radio Obstruction FN and FP:
The statistics of radio obstruction FN and FP in this

experiment show similar results shown in Fig. 14. We omit
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the figures for the benefit of space.

4.4 Energy Cost
We measured the energy consumption of our dRTI sys-

tem by connecting a node to a 10 ohm resistor in series of
the power supply and measured the voltage across the re-
sistor by an oscilloscope. For small beacon packets whose
payload length is 5 bytes, consisting of node ID (2 bytes),
transmit direction (1 byte), and sequence number (2 bytes),
the energy consumption was approximately 55 µJ. For large
packets for transferring RSS measurements to the base sta-
tion with payload length of 62 bytes, the energy consump-
tion was approximately 179 µJ. The transmission time for
the 5-byte beacon packets and 62-byte large packets were
approximately 0.72 ms and 2.85 ms respectively. The re-
ceiver consumes 60 mW when the radio is on. The energy
consumption was measured when the transmit power is set
to the maximum value of 31. The nodes are powered by two
AA 2400 mAh batteries in serial. When the radio duty cycle
is 100%, our dRTI system will run approximately 117 hours.
There is a clear need for through-wall surveillance in emer-
gency situations to help save lives during a building fire or a
hostage situation [13], but few such situations will last more
than a day. There is little incentive to increase lifetime fur-
ther, as we are not developing the technology to be used
for long-term through-wall surveillance of a subject in their
home or place of work.

5. RELATED WORK
Ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radar devices have been

studied for through-wall imaging. They transmit wideband
impulses, and estimate the distance to a scatterer by mea-
suring the time delay of the echo. UWB impulse radar typ-
ically performs well at short range. However, the accuracy
decreases at long range because of limited transmit power
and d4 scattering losses [25].

Recently, many RSS-based device-free localization meth-
ods have been proposed. Youssef et al. used the variance or
change in RSS to detect a person crossing a link [32]. Pat-
wari and Agrawal proposed to use tomography to estimate
an image of the AoI based on the signal obstruction of many
radio links (mRTI) [18], which they called RTI. However,
their following work in [26] showed that mRTI was ineffec-
tive in the “through-wall” setting because the radio signal
statistics behaved unexpectedly. Their experiment showed
the RSS measurements may decrease, keep stable or even in-
crease when a link was blocked by an obstruction. Therefore,
instead of using mRTI, they proposed to use the variance-
based RTI (vRTI) in [26]. Later, Kaltiokallio et al. proposed
to use multiple independent channels to increase the perfor-
mance of RTI (cRTI) in [8]. In cRTI, performance improves
with the number of channels measured. Channel diversity
requires more bandwidth compared to single-channel RTI,
and is limited by the number of “clean” or interference-free
radio channels. With ubiquitous use of wireless technologies
such as WiFi, it becomes more and more difficult to dedicate
bandwidth, particularly in ISM bands, for RTI systems. To
this end, the proposed dRTI requires only one channel, the
same as the traditional single-channel RTI. [27, 16] devel-
oped signal strength models for indoor localisation, while our
paper focuses on studying the ESD antennas’ performance
on RTI. Bocca et al. proposed to manually rotate nodes to
calibrate their positions and orientations in order to improve
the RTI performance [5], while the nodes in our method can

conduct the calibration automatically and attempt to se-
lect the best Pattern Pairs for RTI. ESD antennas can also
help reduce the instances of FP and FN. Furthermore, dRTI
could apply the proposed methods in [5] to calibrate the po-
sitions of ESD antennas, but this is beyond the scope of this
paper.

RSS fingerprint-based methods for device free indoor lo-
calisation and tracking have been investigated in [29, 30, 31].
Fingerprint-based methods do not require the sensor coor-
dinates to be known, and they adaptively learn the multi-
path characteristics of an environment. This paper shows
that use of directional antennas in a wireless network in-
creases the effect that a person has on the RSS. Further,
having a diversity of directional patterns effectively increase
the dimension of the RSS fingerprint. Both effects could be
applied to improve the accuracy of RSS fingerprint-based
methods as well, although the focus in this paper has been
on RTI. Some applications also use Channel State Informa-
tion to fingerprint location [21] and activities [24, 23], but
they need extra effort to modify firmware.

Fingerprint-based methods require training periods in which
a person is required to walk in each voxel in the AoI while the
systems collect RSS fingerprints, as well as an empty-room
training period. In contrast, mRTI requires only the empty-
room training period, and vRTI requires no training period.
vRTI is advantageous since training is not possible in emer-
gency response applications, however, vRTI is cannot detect
static objects in the AoI. Edelstein and Rabbat proposed
a method to identify the background (no person obstruct-
ing) RSS from a radio link that has periods of obstruction
and no obstruction [6]. This work is complementary to the
approaches in [6, 33] and one could add directionality to
improve the performance of [6, 33].

Adib and Katabi recently proposed WiVi to count the
number of people “through-wall” and recognise simple ges-
tures based on WiFi signals in [2]. WiVi can count the
number of people and estimate their relative velocity. Pu
et al. developed WiSee, which demonstrated high classifica-
tion accuracy among a set of nine gestures, using Doppler
shift measurements and machine learning [20]. Kellogg et
al. also proposed AllSee for gesture recognition, which ap-
plied existing wireless signals and battery-free devices to
save energy [10]. In contrast, our paper focuses on track-
ing the absolute positions of people indoors. Adib et al.
developed WiTrack using the Frequency-Modulated Carrier
Waves (FMCW) technology to track the persons’ motion,
and this was used for 3D tracking and achieved good perfor-
mance [1]. However, WiTrack needed to sweep a bandwidth
of 1.6 GHz for high accuracy, while our dRTI only uses one
channel with 5 MHz bandwidth in the 2.4 GHz band. To
compare with dRTI, we only consider the horizontal dimen-
sion, WiTrack’s median location error is 13 cm in the LOS
experiment and 16 cm in the NLOS experiment. As the res-
olution is inversely proportional to the total sweeping band-
width according to Eq. (3) in [1], the resolution would be
41.6 m and 51.2 m separately if only a 5 MHz bandwidth
is available for WiTrack. The methods proposed and eval-
uated in this paper are complementary to techniques pro-
posed in [1, 2, 20]. If ESD antennas can improve RTI, they
presumably could improve results for Doppler or time-delay
based methods for localisation and gesture recognition as
well, by reducing susceptibility to multipath and focussing
more energy on the person being tracked.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate how directional antennas can

be used to improve localisation accuracy of RTI. We imple-
ment dRTI and show that obstructions have a greater im-
pact on the link quality of directional links. We also show
dRTI has less FN and FP of radio link obstruction measure-
ments. These in turn significantly improve the localisation
accuracy of dRTI. Since the number of antenna direction
pairs between two dRTI nodes can be large (e.g., 36 in our
dRTI system), we further propose methods to effectively se-
lect informative antenna direction pairs to reduce commu-
nication and energy overhead. We evaluate the proposed
dRTI system in different indoor environments. Our exten-
sive experiments show that dRTI significantly outperforms
omni-directional RTI and multi-channel RTI in both line-of-
sight (LOS) and non-LOS “through-wall” environments.
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